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I. Why Individual Choice?/1I. Why Individual Choice?/1
•• Accommodate differing risk return preferences among Accommodate differing risk return preferences among 

individuals and for a given individual at different individuals and for a given individual at different 
periods in his/her lifeperiods in his/her life--timetime

•• To minimize contingent liability of the state (assuming To minimize contingent liability of the state (assuming 
absence of an extraordinary financial crisis)absence of an extraordinary financial crisis)

•• As a component of program for enhancing financial As a component of program for enhancing financial 
literacy.literacy.
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Why Individual Choice?/2Why Individual Choice?/2
•• There are also potential costs centering on:There are also potential costs centering on:

!!Higher administration costs (centralized record keeping Higher administration costs (centralized record keeping 
could mitigate this factor)could mitigate this factor)

!!Higher investment management costs, particularly if the Higher investment management costs, particularly if the 
individual balances are low (and/or total assets); and in the individual balances are low (and/or total assets); and in the 
early stages of the system when fixed costs are being early stages of the system when fixed costs are being 
recovered.recovered.

!!If not properly designed, If not properly designed, mismis--selling, and unproductive selling, and unproductive 
marketing expenditure could occur, especially when marketing expenditure could occur, especially when 
financial literacy is low.financial literacy is low.

!!Lack of  appropriate investment instruments, and Lack of  appropriate investment instruments, and 
inadequate regulation, supervision, institutions and inadequate regulation, supervision, institutions and 
corporate governance practices may create high level of corporate governance practices may create high level of 
individual, and systematic risks.individual, and systematic risks.
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II. Options for Introducing II. Options for Introducing 
Individual Choice/1Individual Choice/1

•• In any DC plan, there are two phases.In any DC plan, there are two phases.

•• Figure 1 shows Accumulation Phase and Figure 1 shows Accumulation Phase and 
Decumulation (or Payout) Phase.Decumulation (or Payout) Phase.

•• In each phase, options for individual choice In each phase, options for individual choice 
arise, even when there is a centralized national arise, even when there is a centralized national 
provident fund, as in Singapore and Malaysia.provident fund, as in Singapore and Malaysia.



Figure 1
Accumulation and Decumulation Phases of DC Schemes

Cumulative
Balances
$

Accumulation Phase Decumulation phase

Working-phase Withdrawal Age Retirement Period

Cumulative Balances = Net contributions (contributions minus withdrawals), plus interest credited on 
accumulated balances.
Decumulation phase: the funds accumulated can be spent rapidly or slowly. Death may occur before the funds 
are exhausted or reverse is also a possibility. So need to protect against longevity risk. As it is the purchasing 
power of the funds that is relevant, protection against the inflation risk is also desirable. 
Source: Author 
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Options for Introducing Individual Options for Introducing Individual 
Choice/2Choice/2

•• Options in the Accumulation PhaseOptions in the Accumulation Phase::
!!EmployerEmployer--centered choice of Providers and Plans centered choice of Providers and Plans 

from which individuals may choosefrom which individuals may choose

!!For national provident funds, the management For national provident funds, the management 
could make the initial choice of plans and/or could make the initial choice of plans and/or 
providers. Individual members can then make the providers. Individual members can then make the 
choice. This choice may be permitted for all the choice. This choice may be permitted for all the 
balances, with centralized investment and record balances, with centralized investment and record 
keeping.keeping.
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Options for Introducing Individual Options for Introducing Individual 
Choice/3Choice/3

•• Options in the Accumulation PhaseOptions in the Accumulation Phase::
!! Alternatively, the authorities only approve certain Alternatively, the authorities only approve certain 

asset management funds, and permit a portion of the asset management funds, and permit a portion of the 
balances to be subject to individual choice. The balances to be subject to individual choice. The 
investment management is decentralized, while investment management is decentralized, while 
recordrecord--keeping involves both the national provident keeping involves both the national provident 
fund and asset management companies.fund and asset management companies.
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Options for Introducing Individual Options for Introducing Individual 
Choice/4Choice/4

•• Options in the Accumulation PhaseOptions in the Accumulation Phase::

!!Individuals select among the approved fund Individuals select among the approved fund 
managers and their products, with possibility of managers and their products, with possibility of 
switching among fund managers and products.switching among fund managers and products.

!!The recordkeeping could be centralized or The recordkeeping could be centralized or 
decentralized.decentralized.
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Options for Introducing Individual Options for Introducing Individual 
Choice/5Choice/5

•• Options in the DecumulationOptions in the Decumulation or Payout Phaseor Payout Phase::
!! The balances accumulated could be paid out in:The balances accumulated could be paid out in:

(a) Lump sum(a) Lump sum
(b) Phased withdrawal(b) Phased withdrawal
(c) Purchase of annuity (c) Purchase of annuity product(sproduct(s))
(d) DB pension(d) DB pension

!! There is scope for individual choice in optionsThere is scope for individual choice in options
A to C.A to C.
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Options for Introducing Individual Options for Introducing Individual 
Choice/6Choice/6

•• Lump sum payout provides the greatest individual Lump sum payout provides the greatest individual 
choice. But it could adversely impact on risk protection choice. But it could adversely impact on risk protection 
in retirement (especially inflation and longevity risks), in retirement (especially inflation and longevity risks), 
and could put strain on the social expenditure budget.and could put strain on the social expenditure budget.

•• Lump sum payment is inconsistent with the rationale Lump sum payment is inconsistent with the rationale 
for mandatory saving for retirement.for mandatory saving for retirement.

•• Phased withdrawal is preferable when accumulated Phased withdrawal is preferable when accumulated 
balances are not large enough to warrant purchase of a balances are not large enough to warrant purchase of a 
structured annuity.structured annuity.
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Options for Introducing Individual Options for Introducing Individual 
Choice/7Choice/7

•• The instruments used for phased monthly The instruments used for phased monthly 
withdrawal could be fixed deposit with approved withdrawal could be fixed deposit with approved 
banks; or with the national provident fund.banks; or with the national provident fund.

•• The purchase of the annuity products can be The purchase of the annuity products can be 
mandatory or it can be voluntary.mandatory or it can be voluntary.

•• Mandatory purchase resembles traditional Mandatory purchase resembles traditional 
pension.pension.
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Options for Introducing Individual Options for Introducing Individual 
Choice/8Choice/8

•• Voluntary annuity purchase needs to address the Voluntary annuity purchase needs to address the 
adverse selection, while both voluntary and adverse selection, while both voluntary and 
mandatory annuities need to address product mandatory annuities need to address product 
pricing, and product variety issues.pricing, and product variety issues.

•• Annuity products can be complex. So individual Annuity products can be complex. So individual 
choice needs to be within the context of a choice needs to be within the context of a 
strong regulatory regime.strong regulatory regime.
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III. The Singapore Case/1III. The Singapore Case/1
•• Accumulation phaseAccumulation phase

!! Singapore has a mandatory saving scheme administered Singapore has a mandatory saving scheme administered 
by the Central Provident Fund (CPF) which is a national by the Central Provident Fund (CPF) which is a national 
provident fund.provident fund.

!!Total CPF balances, as at December 2002 was Total CPF balances, as at December 2002 was 
S$96,422.6mS$96,422.6m (US$ 54,476m).(US$ 54,476m).

!!CPF is more than a retirement scheme. It administers CPF is more than a retirement scheme. It administers 
many schemes covering housing, healthcare, tertiary many schemes covering housing, healthcare, tertiary 
education, preeducation, pre--retirement investments, and others retirement investments, and others 
introduced over the years. Table 1 lists various schemes.introduced over the years. Table 1 lists various schemes.
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1995CPF Top-up Scheme
1989Loans for Tertiary Education in Singapore

1987Topping-up of the Minimum Sum Scheme

1987Minimum Sum Scheme
1984d

Medisave Scheme

1984Company Welfarism through Employers’
Contribution (COWEC) Scheme

c
Others

2002Eldershield Scheme
1990Medishield Scheme
1989Dependents’ Protection insurance Scheme
1982Home Protection Insurance SchemeInsurance

1993Share-Ownership Top-Up Scheme (SOTUS)

1986Approved Non-Residential Properties Scheme 
(ANRPS)

1997
b

CPF Investment Scheme (CPFIS)- replacing AIS
1986

a
Approved Investment Scheme (AIS)

1978Singapore Bus Services (1978) Ltd Share 
Scheme

Investment
1981Approved Residential Property Scheme
1968Approved Housing SchemeHome ownership

Year IntroducedSchemeType

TABLE 1: Various Schemes under Singapore’s CPF System
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The Singapore Case/2The Singapore Case/2
!!The individual choice in the accumulation phase occurs The individual choice in the accumulation phase occurs 

under schemes related to property and investments.under schemes related to property and investments.

!!The focus here is on the later.The focus here is on the later.

The CPFIS Scheme:The CPFIS Scheme:

•• In contrast to investments by the CPF Board, this In contrast to investments by the CPF Board, this 
scheme is a prescheme is a pre--retirement withdrawal scheme. A retirement withdrawal scheme. A 
member may open CPF investment account with member may open CPF investment account with 
approved agent banks, all of whom are locally controlled approved agent banks, all of whom are locally controlled 
banks. Their charges and fees are not regulated.banks. Their charges and fees are not regulated.
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The Singapore Case/3The Singapore Case/3

•• Individual CPF members may invest their Individual CPF members may invest their 
Ordinary Account balance as well as Special Ordinary Account balance as well as Special 
Account balance in approved assets. Account balance in approved assets. 

•• A participating member must open an A participating member must open an 
account with CPF approved bank for CPFIS account with CPF approved bank for CPFIS 
transaction. The charges for the services by transaction. The charges for the services by 
the banks are not regulated.the banks are not regulated.

•• There is no limit on investments in shares There is no limit on investments in shares 
through the approved Unit Trusts.through the approved Unit Trusts.
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The Singapore Case/4The Singapore Case/4

•• There has been substantial There has been substantial 
liberalization of the CPF scheme over liberalization of the CPF scheme over 
the years. As a result, members can the years. As a result, members can 
currently exercise option for currently exercise option for 
international diversification. But risks international diversification. But risks 
of such option remain high, particularly of such option remain high, particularly 
given relatively low level of financial given relatively low level of financial 
literacy.literacy.
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The Singapore Case/5The Singapore Case/5

•• The realized profits can not be withdrawn. This may give rise toThe realized profits can not be withdrawn. This may give rise to
the lockthe lock--in effectin effect..

•• As At December,31 2002, Total amount withdrawn under the As At December,31 2002, Total amount withdrawn under the 
CPFIS CPFIS –– Ordinary account was S$ 23.8 billion (US$13.6 billion) Ordinary account was S$ 23.8 billion (US$13.6 billion) 
(31.6 % of the Potential) by 722,001 members, or 24.1% of total (31.6 % of the Potential) by 722,001 members, or 24.1% of total 
members. The average investment per member was members. The average investment per member was 
S$32,990(US$18,851).S$32,990(US$18,851).

•• As At December 31, 2002, Total Investments Under CPFIS As At December 31, 2002, Total Investments Under CPFIS ––
Special account was S$ 4.8 billion (US$ 2.7 billion) (24% of theSpecial account was S$ 4.8 billion (US$ 2.7 billion) (24% of the
potential), by 407,126 members or 13.6% of total members. The potential), by 407,126 members or 13.6% of total members. The 
average investment per member was S$10,272 (US$5,870).average investment per member was S$10,272 (US$5,870).
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The Singapore Case/6The Singapore Case/6
•• As there may be overlap between members investing in As there may be overlap between members investing in 

Ordinary Account and Special Account, the CPFIS scheme is Ordinary Account and Special Account, the CPFIS scheme is 
currently reaching at best 30% of the members. currently reaching at best 30% of the members. 

•• The Allocation (as at December 31, 2002) for CPFIS The Allocation (as at December 31, 2002) for CPFIS ––
Ordinary Account was:Ordinary Account was:

–– Stocks, Loan Stocks and Property Funds S$7,772 Stocks, Loan Stocks and Property Funds S$7,772 
Million(32.6%);Million(32.6%);

–– Insurance  Policies S$13,471.2 Million(56.6%);Insurance  Policies S$13,471.2 Million(56.6%);

–– Unit Trusts S$2,404.3 Million(10.1%); Unit Trusts S$2,404.3 Million(10.1%); 

–– Others S$170.7 Million(0.7%).Others S$170.7 Million(0.7%).
Thus the total amount of Funds invested was S$ 23,818.6Thus the total amount of Funds invested was S$ 23,818.6
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The Singapore Case/7The Singapore Case/7

•• The Allocation (as at December 31, 2002) for CPFIS The Allocation (as at December 31, 2002) for CPFIS ––
Special Account was:Special Account was:

-- Insurance policies S$3,475.7 million (83.1%)Insurance policies S$3,475.7 million (83.1%)
-- Unit Trusts S$701.6 million (16.8%)Unit Trusts S$701.6 million (16.8%)
-- Deposits S$4.6 million (0.1%)Deposits S$4.6 million (0.1%)

Thus total amount of funds invested was S$4,181.9 Thus total amount of funds invested was S$4,181.9 
million.million.
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The Singapore Case/8The Singapore Case/8
•• Thus, individuals have invested on their own and Thus, individuals have invested on their own and 

not through unit trusts. not through unit trusts. 

•• Transactions costs of unit trust investments are Transactions costs of unit trust investments are 
high, with 5 to 7 percent spread between the high, with 5 to 7 percent spread between the 
offer and bid (buy and sell) prices common. offer and bid (buy and sell) prices common. 
Some effort to address this issue, but low Some effort to address this issue, but low 
average investment and small size of the unit average investment and small size of the unit 
trusts market are major constraints.trusts market are major constraints.
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The Singapore Case/9The Singapore Case/9
•• Indeed under certain reasonable assumptions, it can be Indeed under certain reasonable assumptions, it can be 

shown that the terminal value of investments in Unit shown that the terminal value of investments in Unit 
Trusts over a forty year period is reduced by about 50 Trusts over a forty year period is reduced by about 50 
percent when investment expense are included as percent when investment expense are included as 
compared to the value when they are not.compared to the value when they are not.

•• Investment performance under this scheme appears to Investment performance under this scheme appears to 
be unsatisfactory, especially when investment expenses be unsatisfactory, especially when investment expenses 
are taken into account,  but insufficient data provided are taken into account,  but insufficient data provided 
by the authorities for rigorous analysis.by the authorities for rigorous analysis.
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The Singapore Case/10The Singapore Case/10
•• The CPF Board is currently exploring ways to The CPF Board is currently exploring ways to 

reduce transaction costs, but the oligopolistic reduce transaction costs, but the oligopolistic 
nature of the asset management industry, nature of the asset management industry, 
decentralized individual choice, and relatively decentralized individual choice, and relatively 
low value of investible funds may constrain such low value of investible funds may constrain such 
exploration.exploration.

•• The asset management industry, and life The asset management industry, and life 
insurance companies are regulated by the insurance companies are regulated by the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore. Monetary Authority of Singapore. 
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The Singapore Case/11The Singapore Case/11
The Decumulation Phase:The Decumulation Phase:

•• In this phase, inflation, longevity protection and In this phase, inflation, longevity protection and 
survivors’ benefits are of primary importance.survivors’ benefits are of primary importance.

Options:Options:
•• LumpLump--sum, periodic withdrawals, annuities or a sum, periodic withdrawals, annuities or a 

combination. Annuities are like any other financial combination. Annuities are like any other financial 
product, so cost of purchasing annuity (therefore rate product, so cost of purchasing annuity (therefore rate 
of return from annuity purchase) varies with the of return from annuity purchase) varies with the 
market structure and the features (individual vs. Joint market structure and the features (individual vs. Joint 
annuity, inflation indexing etc.) provided.annuity, inflation indexing etc.) provided.
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The Singapore Case/12The Singapore Case/12
•• The CPF Permits:The CPF Permits:

–– Withdrawal at age 55 of all accumulated Withdrawal at age 55 of all accumulated 
balances over and above the required minimum balances over and above the required minimum 
sum.sum.

–– If a member’s balances are below the required If a member’s balances are below the required 
minimum sum, it does not have to make it up minimum sum, it does not have to make it up 
from other sources. A significant proportion of from other sources. A significant proportion of 
the CPF members’ accumulated balances fall the CPF members’ accumulated balances fall 
below the minimum sum. Children may topbelow the minimum sum. Children may top--up up 
parents CPF account.parents CPF account.
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The Singapore Case/13The Singapore Case/13

–– Required minimum sumRequired minimum sum

•• As of July 2003: S$ 80,000, of  which S$ 40,000 As of July 2003: S$ 80,000, of  which S$ 40,000 
in cash: S$ 40,000 can be pledged in property.in cash: S$ 40,000 can be pledged in property.

•• If a member does not have the required cash If a member does not have the required cash 
amount with the CPF, there is no requirement amount with the CPF, there is no requirement 
for bringing additional cash from the outside. for bringing additional cash from the outside. 
So the minimum sum only applies to those So the minimum sum only applies to those 
with adequate balances.with adequate balances.
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The Singapore Case/14The Singapore Case/14
–– Three options with the cash  component of the Three options with the cash  component of the 

minimum summinimum sum
•• Buy a life annuity from an approved insurance Buy a life annuity from an approved insurance 

company. Currently inflation index annuities are not company. Currently inflation index annuities are not 
available in the market.available in the market.
-- In 2001, 36,816 members were added to the In 2001, 36,816 members were added to the 
minimum sum scheme. Of these 16% bought minimum sum scheme. Of these 16% bought 
annuities. annuities. 
-- Studies suggest that money’s worth calculations of Studies suggest that money’s worth calculations of 
the annuities schemes approved by the CPF are quite the annuities schemes approved by the CPF are quite 
favorable when compared internationally (James, favorable when compared internationally (James, 
2001).2001).

•• Keep it with an approved bankKeep it with an approved bank
•• Leave it with the CPF boardLeave it with the CPF board
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The Singapore Case/15The Singapore Case/15

!!The minimum sum scheme effectively increases The minimum sum scheme effectively increases 
the politically sensitive withdrawal age for this the politically sensitive withdrawal age for this 
componentcomponent..

!!However, low cash requirement (even this is not However, low cash requirement (even this is not 
met by a substantial proportion of those turning met by a substantial proportion of those turning 
55), and absence of inflation and longevity 55), and absence of inflation and longevity 
protection substantially limit the impact of the protection substantially limit the impact of the 
minimum sum scheme.minimum sum scheme.
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IV. Case of Malaysia/1IV. Case of Malaysia/1

•• Malaysia’s National Provident Fund, the EPF Malaysia’s National Provident Fund, the EPF 
(Established in 1951) is a statutory authority (Established in 1951) is a statutory authority 
under the Ministry of Finance.under the Ministry of Finance.

•• It enjoys operational (mainly administrative) It enjoys operational (mainly administrative) 
autonomy.autonomy.

•• The EPF Board has representation from the The EPF Board has representation from the 
Government, Employers, Employees And Government, Employers, Employees And 
Professionals.Professionals.
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Case of Malaysia/2Case of Malaysia/2
oo The Investment Panel is separate from the board. The Investment Panel is separate from the board. 

It has six members, executive chairman of the EPF, It has six members, executive chairman of the EPF, 
and representatives form the Finance Ministry and and representatives form the Finance Ministry and 
private sector experts.private sector experts.

oo There are indications that the trade unions and other There are indications that the trade unions and other 
groups in Malaysia are uneasy about the functioning groups in Malaysia are uneasy about the functioning 
of the investment panel. They desire greater of the investment panel. They desire greater 
transparency and representation on the investment transparency and representation on the investment 
panel.panel.
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Case of Malaysia/3Case of Malaysia/3
"" Investment by the EPF have been wholly domestic, Investment by the EPF have been wholly domestic, 

though some consideration is being given to though some consideration is being given to 
international diversification.international diversification.

"" Lack of policy autonomy and research capability.Lack of policy autonomy and research capability.

"" Insulation from political risk in investments Insulation from political risk in investments 
primarily through government guarantees of primarily through government guarantees of 
individual investments. However no guarantee of individual investments. However no guarantee of 
return on overall balancesreturn on overall balances
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Case of Malaysia/4Case of Malaysia/4
The Contributions to the EPF (23 per cent of basic wage, with The Contributions to the EPF (23 per cent of basic wage, with 
no ceiling; 11% by employee, 12% by employer) are channeled no ceiling; 11% by employee, 12% by employer) are channeled 
into three accounts. into three accounts. 

I.I. Account IAccount I: 60 percent: 60 percent

Main purpose is Main purpose is RetirementRetirement..

II. II. Account IIAccount II: 30 percent: 30 percent

Main purpose is Main purpose is HousingHousing..

Malaysia’s housing industry is fairly decentralized. Rules permiMalaysia’s housing industry is fairly decentralized. Rules permit t 
withdrawals for major renovation of housing.withdrawals for major renovation of housing.

III.III. Account IIIAccount III: 10 percent: 10 percent

Main Purpose is Main Purpose is HealthcareHealthcare..

There are however no health insurance schemes. Therefore this There are however no health insurance schemes. Therefore this 
account simply acts as a medical savings account, with no riskaccount simply acts as a medical savings account, with no risk--
pooling featurespooling features..
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Case of Malaysia/5Case of Malaysia/5
Members Balances : Members Balances : EPF: RM 192 Billion EPF: RM 192 Billion 

(US$50.5 billion)(53.1% of GDP) End 2002(US$50.5 billion)(53.1% of GDP) End 2002
Average Balance per member for EPF: Average Balance per member for EPF: 
Year 2002: RM 18,569 (US$4886.6) Year 2002: RM 18,569 (US$4886.6) 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (current prices): RM 361.6 billion Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (current prices): RM 361.6 billion 
(US$ 95.2 billion) (end 2002)(US$ 95.2 billion) (end 2002)

Gross National Income (GNI) (current prices): 336.4 billion Gross National Income (GNI) (current prices): 336.4 billion 
(US$ 88.5 billion) (end 2002)(US$ 88.5 billion) (end 2002)

Per Capita Gross National Income (GNI) (2002)Per Capita Gross National Income (GNI) (2002) : RM 13,716 : RM 13,716 
(US$3609.5)(US$3609.5)
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Case of Malaysia/6Case of Malaysia/6
•• The Accumulation Phase :The Accumulation Phase :

!! The primary areas where a member can exercise individual choice The primary areas where a member can exercise individual choice in in 
this phase are housing and investment scheme (IS). The focus is this phase are housing and investment scheme (IS). The focus is on on 
the latter.the latter.

!! The IS was introduced in 1996; 45 years after the EPF was The IS was introduced in 1996; 45 years after the EPF was 
established. established. 

!! 20 percent of the Balance in this Account over RM 55,000 may be 20 percent of the Balance in this Account over RM 55,000 may be 
withdrawn for investments in Unit Trusts approved by the EPF. withdrawn for investments in Unit Trusts approved by the EPF. 
Members not permitted to purchase stocks directly. Potential amoMembers not permitted to purchase stocks directly. Potential amount unt 
that can be invested, and potential number of individuals which that can be invested, and potential number of individuals which can can 
participate is therefore limited.participate is therefore limited.

!! The scheme has had a relatively limited impact so far. The scheme has had a relatively limited impact so far. 

!! In 2002, only 124,689 members had invested RM 1,174.9 million In 2002, only 124,689 members had invested RM 1,174.9 million 
(RM 9,423 per participant).(RM 9,423 per participant).
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Case of Malaysia/7Case of Malaysia/7
•• Cumulatively, as at end 2002, the participating Cumulatively, as at end 2002, the participating 

members numbered 550, 799 (5.3 percent of total members numbered 550, 799 (5.3 percent of total 
members), with investment of RM 6,076 million members), with investment of RM 6,076 million 
(US$1598m) (RM 11,031/US$2903 per participant).(US$1598m) (RM 11,031/US$2903 per participant).

•• As of March, 2003, 44 Unit Trusts institutions have As of March, 2003, 44 Unit Trusts institutions have 
been approved by the EPF.been approved by the EPF.

•• The above figures suggest that the IS has had very The above figures suggest that the IS has had very 
limited impact if measured in terms of participation limited impact if measured in terms of participation 
and amounts invested.and amounts invested.
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Case of Malaysia/8Case of Malaysia/8
!! Individual investments through Unit Trusts are likely to Individual investments through Unit Trusts are likely to 

have high transaction costs due to the undeveloped nature of have high transaction costs due to the undeveloped nature of 
this mode of investing; and due to low average investments.this mode of investing; and due to low average investments.

!! Data on transaction costs are not available, and neither are Data on transaction costs are not available, and neither are 
the returns obtained by members on Unit Trust investments. the returns obtained by members on Unit Trust investments. 
However, if Singapore’s experience is any guide, the returns However, if Singapore’s experience is any guide, the returns 
net of investment management costs, are unlikely to be net of investment management costs, are unlikely to be 
satisfactory.satisfactory.

!! The EPF also does not make publicly available comparative The EPF also does not make publicly available comparative 
performance of approved Unit Trusts.performance of approved Unit Trusts.
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Case of Malaysia/9Case of Malaysia/9
The Decumulation Phase of the EPFThe Decumulation Phase of the EPF

•• The EPF has traditionally permitted lump sum withdrawal:The EPF has traditionally permitted lump sum withdrawal:

–– 1/3 of the total balance at age 50 1/3 of the total balance at age 50 

–– The remaining at age 55The remaining at age 55

–– A member however can opt for the withdrawal of savings through A member however can opt for the withdrawal of savings through 
the Monthly Payment Scheme (MPS)the Monthly Payment Scheme (MPS)

## Members who opt for MPS must open a new account, known as Members who opt for MPS must open a new account, known as 
Account IV just to cater for the MPS withdrawal only.Account IV just to cater for the MPS withdrawal only.

## Upto 50% of the balance in Account I can be transferred to AccouUpto 50% of the balance in Account I can be transferred to Account IV.nt IV.
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Case of Malaysia/10Case of Malaysia/10

–– In 2001, only 982 persons opted for the In 2001, only 982 persons opted for the 
MPS, and the total amount withdrawn MPS, and the total amount withdrawn 
was only RM 3.6 million. So, this scheme was only RM 3.6 million. So, this scheme 
is not popular.is not popular.

–– Given the longevity of the population, Given the longevity of the population, 
the withdrawal age is too low.the withdrawal age is too low.
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Case of Malaysia/11Case of Malaysia/11
•• In July 2000, the EPF introduced two differed In July 2000, the EPF introduced two differed 

annuity schemes. These can be purchased in annuity schemes. These can be purchased in 
small amounts throughout the person’s working small amounts throughout the person’s working 
period. In principle, this is desirable. period. In principle, this is desirable. 

•• The key is however the implicit rate of return on The key is however the implicit rate of return on 
the annuity products, in comparison with the the annuity products, in comparison with the 
EPF dividend rate. As the former is lower, then EPF dividend rate. As the former is lower, then 
the dividend rate for the existing two annuity the dividend rate for the existing two annuity 
products, the response may be adversely products, the response may be adversely 
affected.affected.
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Case of Malaysia/12Case of Malaysia/12

•• As at end July 2001, 213,339 (2.1% of the total) As at end July 2001, 213,339 (2.1% of the total) 
members had bought annuities totaling RM members had bought annuities totaling RM 
4,045 million (RM 18,960 per member).4,045 million (RM 18,960 per member).

•• The above figures suggest that the annuity The above figures suggest that the annuity 
coverage is quite limited, and the amount of coverage is quite limited, and the amount of 
annuity purchased per participant is also quite annuity purchased per participant is also quite 
small.small.
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Case of Malaysia/13Case of Malaysia/13
•• In May 2001, the government appointed a In May 2001, the government appointed a 

consultant to review the annuity schemes. This was consultant to review the annuity schemes. This was 
a result of opposition from the trade unions and the a result of opposition from the trade unions and the 
public. public. 

•• In March 2003, the government announced a In March 2003, the government announced a 
possibility of a new annuity scheme (called Annuity possibility of a new annuity scheme (called Annuity 
2). The press reports suggest that the scheme will 2). The press reports suggest that the scheme will 
be managed by Bank Negara Malaysia (its Central be managed by Bank Negara Malaysia (its Central 
Bank), and not by the insurance companies.Bank), and not by the insurance companies.
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Case of Malaysia/14Case of Malaysia/14

•• It will be optional giving rise to potential adverse It will be optional giving rise to potential adverse 
selection problems.selection problems.

•• The details of the scheme are not yet finalized.The details of the scheme are not yet finalized.

•• EPF data indicate that almost 70 percent of the EPF data indicate that almost 70 percent of the 
EPF retirees spend entire lump sum within 3 years.EPF retirees spend entire lump sum within 3 years.
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Case of Malaysia/15Case of Malaysia/15

•• Positive aspect is that the usefulness of the Positive aspect is that the usefulness of the 
annuity concept has been accepted by all annuity concept has been accepted by all 
parties. The disagreements centre on risk parties. The disagreements centre on risk 
sharing and returns that can be obtained. But sharing and returns that can be obtained. But 
as EPF dividend (interest rates) fluctuates with as EPF dividend (interest rates) fluctuates with 
the market (in 2002, the dividend rate was the market (in 2002, the dividend rate was 
4.25%, lowest in 40 years), market4.25%, lowest in 40 years), market--oriented oriented 
annuity rates may become more acceptable.annuity rates may become more acceptable.
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Case of Malaysia/16Case of Malaysia/16
•• The Malaysian National Provident Fund thus provides The Malaysian National Provident Fund thus provides 

very limited individual choice during the accumulation very limited individual choice during the accumulation 
phase; followed by full choice in the decumulation phase; followed by full choice in the decumulation 
phase.phase.

•• The key research effort missing in Malaysia (and in The key research effort missing in Malaysia (and in 
Singapore) concerns how individual choice is exercised Singapore) concerns how individual choice is exercised 
with the lumpwith the lump--sum money. sum money. 

•• The anecdotal and partial evidence on this aspect is not The anecdotal and partial evidence on this aspect is not 
encouraging. encouraging. 
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V. Lesson Drawing/1V. Lesson Drawing/1
•• The case studies of Singapore and Malaysia The case studies of Singapore and Malaysia 

suggest that the  nature and the extent of suggest that the  nature and the extent of 
individual choice in the National Provident individual choice in the National Provident 
Fund system should be carefully designed.Fund system should be carefully designed.

•• In particular, the impact on the investment In particular, the impact on the investment 
management and administrative costs of the management and administrative costs of the 
individual choice arrangements, and the individual choice arrangements, and the 
proportion of membership which can avail of proportion of membership which can avail of 
individual choice should be carefully considered.individual choice should be carefully considered.
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Lesson Drawing/2Lesson Drawing/2
•• The two countries therefore may consider a more The two countries therefore may consider a more 

centralized and expertisecentralized and expertise--intensive approach to individual intensive approach to individual 
choice.choice.

•• Thus, both Singapore and Malaysia have chosen to provide Thus, both Singapore and Malaysia have chosen to provide 
individual choice in the accumulation phase in a manner individual choice in the accumulation phase in a manner 
which has substantial investment management and which has substantial investment management and 
administrative costs, though the reasons for the outcome administrative costs, though the reasons for the outcome 
vary. vary. 

•• In both countries, but particularly in Malaysia, only a small In both countries, but particularly in Malaysia, only a small 
proportion of the members are able to exercise individual proportion of the members are able to exercise individual 
choice.choice.
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Lesson Drawing/3Lesson Drawing/3
•• A better outcome could be obtained if each A better outcome could be obtained if each 

country’s National Provident Fund were to provide country’s National Provident Fund were to provide 
a choice to each member to periodically allocate a choice to each member to periodically allocate 
his/her balances among limited number of prehis/her balances among limited number of pre--
selected portfolios. selected portfolios. 

•• This will require the National Provident Fund to This will require the National Provident Fund to 
act as an expert body in choosing the portfolios act as an expert body in choosing the portfolios 
and in minimizing investment management and and in minimizing investment management and 
administrative costs through its financial leverage administrative costs through its financial leverage 
and economies of scale.   and economies of scale.   
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Lesson Drawing/4Lesson Drawing/4
•• The current arrangements for individual The current arrangements for individual 

choice in the two countries in the choice in the two countries in the 
decumulation phase also suffers from severe decumulation phase also suffers from severe 
limitations.limitations.

•• These arise paradoxically from not requiring These arise paradoxically from not requiring 
mandatory annuity or at least a phased mandatory annuity or at least a phased 
withdrawal for all of the accumulated withdrawal for all of the accumulated 
balances, and from the absence of protection balances, and from the absence of protection 
against inflation and longevity risks.against inflation and longevity risks.
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Lesson Drawing/5Lesson Drawing/5
•• As in the accumulation phase, limited options As in the accumulation phase, limited options 

concerning phased withdrawal or annuities may be concerning phased withdrawal or annuities may be 
permitted to individuals in the decumulation phase. permitted to individuals in the decumulation phase. 

•• The main lesson from the experience of the two The main lesson from the experience of the two 
countries concerns the need to carefully design the countries concerns the need to carefully design the 
instruments, methods and the extent for individual instruments, methods and the extent for individual 
choice.choice.

•• It is also essential to examine the consistency with the It is also essential to examine the consistency with the 
desired outcomes, including coverage,  in both the desired outcomes, including coverage,  in both the 
accumulation and the decumulation phases.accumulation and the decumulation phases.
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